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The ability to suppress space charge accumulation at high electric fields makes nanocomposites

attract significant research interest as potential insulation materials in high-voltage direct current

cable development. At present, the deep trap introduced by nanoparticles is frequently applied to

be responsible for the observed space charge suppression in nanocomposites. However, the experi-

mental results that support deep-trap formation have not been rigorously examined. We therefore

propose herein a simple and more direct approach based on isothermal surface potential decay

combined with pulsed electro-acoustic measurements to verify the presence of deep traps in silica-

based blend polyethylene nanocomposites. The results indicate that the deep traps are indeed intro-

duced by filling nanosilica and the space charge suppression observed in the nanocomposite with a

low loading ratio is caused by deeply trapped charges in the sub-surface region of specimens.

Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5025633

The benefits of nanotechnology have spread to various

areas, such as aerospace and medicine. Although the research

on applying nanocomposites in the dielectric realm started rel-

atively late, the number of publications dealing with this topic

is growing rapidly. Many experimental results have shown the

improved electrical properties after filling nanoparticles into

conventional polymeric insulation materials such as polyeth-

ylene and epoxy.1 One of the major improvements offered by

nanocomposites is the ability to suppress the accumulation of

space charge when stressing at high electric fields.2 This fea-

ture is particularly useful for high-voltage direct current

(HVDC) applications, especially the power cable, for instance,

where the accumulation of space charge in dielectric materials

has been the major obstacle to the reliable operation of the

HVDC transmission systems.

Charge transport mechanisms have been widely applied

to describe and understand the electrical properties of nano-

composites. Factors such as the electric field, which influ-

ence the space charge behavior, can strongly impair the

electrical performance of dielectric materials. In contrast to

nanocomposites, the charge transport of polymeric dielec-

trics has been studied for decades, and several numerical

models have been established to describe space charge

dynamics within these materials.3 Upon filling a polymeric

dielectric with nanoparticles, the changed electrical perfor-

mance of these nanocomposites is often attributed to the

effect of nanoparticles on charge transport. For specifically

realizing the mechanisms of this, several models have been

proposed.1 However, apart from emphasizing the importance

of the interphase between nanoparticles and the polymer

matrix, the mechanisms of charge transport in nanocompo-

sites are still perplexed according to these models.

Takada et al.2 claimed that the formation of the deep traps

due to filling nanoparticles is the key to revealing the mecha-

nism of charge transport in nanocomposites. Hereafter, the deep

traps have been implemented to explain the electrical properties

observed in nanocomposites such as conduction current.4 Some

experimental studies verified the presence of deep traps in nano-

composites based on thermally stimulated current (TSC) and

pulsed electro-acoustic (PEA) methods.5,6 However, these sup-

porting results are not convincing and leave room for doubt.

Regarding the TSC technique, the results can be affected not

only by the magnitude of the applied electric field during the

polarization stage but also by the bias voltage owing to charge

recombination during the measurement stage. Moreover, the

TSC results do not provide a spatial distribution of traps in the

specimen. Conversely, the PEA is able to provide a spatial distri-

bution of space charge across the specimen, but its spatial reso-

lution is limited (typically 5–10lm).7 Accordingly, this

technique cannot distinguish space charges located in the sub-

surface region of the specimen from capacitive charges on the

electrodes, as illustrated in Fig. 1. No significant difference can

be observed between Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), but space charge

becomes evident when it departs away from the electrodes, as

shown in Fig. 1(c). Therefore, two scenarios are possible when

no bulk charge is detected in the specimen: (i) no space charge

exists in the specimen and (ii) the space charge is situated close

to electrodes. Therefore, considering the drawbacks of measur-

ing techniques including both TSC and PEA, the existence of

deep traps in nanocomposites is worth further confirming by dif-

ferent approaches. Additionally, there is a widely held view that

space charge suppression is only observed in the nanocompo-

sites with loading ratios usually less than 1 weight percent (wt.

%) since other publications have reported the obviously accu-

mulated space charge with complicated dynamics in the bulk of

nanocomposites with a high loading ratio.1,2,8,9 These mentioned

experimental results further confuse the understanding about the

effect of deep traps on the mechanism of space charge suppres-

sion, especially stemming from a lack of consideration in nano-

particle loading ratios.

Herein, a simple experimental procedure based on the

combination of isothermal surface potential decay (ISPD)7,10a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: yw14g13@soton.ac.uk.
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and PEA measurements is proposed to verify the presence of

the deep traps in nanocomposites. Additionally, an explana-

tion of the mechanism related to the effect of deep traps on

space charge suppression is offered.

In order for experiments to be conducted explicitly, the

following hypotheses are proposed: (1) nanoparticles can

induce deep traps within composites, (2) and correspond-

ingly, the suppression of space charge in nanocomposites

with a low loading ratio is achieved by the deep traps in the

sub-surface region of a specimen as shown in Fig. 1(b),

which can capture charges injected from the electrodes.

These captured charges produce an electric field that opposes

the applied electric field, thereby reducing the electric field

at the interface between electrodes and the specimen. Since

the charge injection strongly depends on the electric field,

further charge injection from the electrodes is suppressed.

This suppression of charge injection continues unless the

trapped charges move further into the bulk of specimen.

Based on the above hypotheses, charges could be deeply

trapped in the sub-surface region of specimens when stress-

ing under a high DC electric field. Although these charges

would not be detected by the PEA technique due to limited

spatial resolution, they can be experimentally detected by

using other techniques. In accordance with the location of

these deeply trapped charges, the surface potential decay

measurement is therefore adopted. If the obtained results can

show the deeply trapped charges in the sub-surface of nano-

composites with a low loading ratio in contrast to the unfilled

specimen, the proposed hypothesis will be confirmed. In

addition, the space charge results of the specimens measured

in this research will be provided.

To test these hypotheses, the material used was silica

based blend polyethylene nanocomposites. The initial idea of

developing the 20% high-density polyethylene (Rigidex

HD5813A BP Chemical) blend with 80% low-density poly-

ethylene (LD100BW ExxonMobil Chemicals) was to offer a

recycle thermoplastic insulation material to substitute cross-

linked polyethylene used in the HVDC cable, and the proper-

ties of this blend polyethylene have been tested and reported

exhaustively since the idea was proposed.9,11 Afterward,

many species of nanoparticles were filled into the blend poly-

ethylene, especially nanosilica, which has shown homoge-

neous dispersion and consistency in the electrical properties

including dielectric response, scanning electron microscopy,

breakdown strength, etc. from batch to batch specimen

manufacturing.8,9,12,13 In addition, nanosilica is a potential

particle for industrial applications because it can be produced

by flame hydrolysis or polymerization at low cost and is

widely available in a range of nanometers from tens to hun-

dreds. In this research, as-received nanosilica (Sigma-Aldrich

637238) was used. The size of this nanosilica is around

10 nm–20 nm, and no additional surface treatment was func-

tionalized. Three different specimens, including unfilled blend

polyethylene referred to as “BPE,” a low loading ratio nano-

composite with 0.5 wt. % nanosilica referred to as “0.5 wt.

%,” and a high loading ratio nanocomposite with 5 wt. %

nanosilica referred to as “5 wt. %” were tested. The fabrica-

tion of these specimens followed previous work.8,9 The thick-

ness of specimens was 120 6 5 lm, and the area of specimens

was 20 6 5 cm2.

The process of combined measurements was divided

into two procedures. Step one: the specimens were first

stressed in the PEA measurement system for 2 h at 50 kV/

mm and at ambient temperature. The applied electric field is

sufficient to ensure charge-carrier injection because it is

much greater than 8 kV/mm, which is the reported threshold

FIG. 1. Schematic outputs from a PEA system with limited spatial resolution

with (a) no charge injection, (b) injected charges trapped close to electrodes,

and (c) charge trapped in the bulk.
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field for low-density polyethylene.14 The space charge pro-

files of the specimens were recorded during the stressing

period. Step two: after 2 h, the specimens were quickly trans-

ferred from the PEA system to the ISPD system with mini-

mized possible charge dissipation during the transfer, and

the specimen surface near the anode in the PEA system faces

the static monitor in the ISPD system. The surface potential

decay of the stressed specimens was measured during the

next 1500 s. The schematic configuration of this combined

PEA and ISPD system is illustrated in Fig. 2. The semicon-

ducting polymer is placed on the top cylindrical electrode of

the PEA system, and an aluminum plate is used as the bot-

tom electrode. More details about PEA and ISPD systems

were described in the previous work.7,9 To ensure repeatabil-

ity, the experiments were repeated three times for each type

of specimen.

As shown in Fig. 3, the space charge results of BPE indi-

cate that positive charges quickly accumulate in the bulk of the

specimen near the cathode (from 0 lm to about 50 lm) within

the first 2 min of applying the voltage. The space charge

remains relatively stable for the next 2 h. Upon stressing at

50 kV/mm, little space charge is detected within the bulk of

0.5 wt. % as shown in Fig. 4. In other words, for the 2 h period

during which the voltage is applied, filling 0.5 wt. % nanosilica

can effectively suppress space charge accumulation in contrast

to BPE, which is consistent with that reported in the literature.

However, as illustrated in Fig. 4, the space charge near the

electrodes is barely distinguishable due to the limited spatial

resolution of the PEA system. Hence, the information extracted

according to these obtained results is not enough to verify

which scenario either Fig. 1(a) or Fig. 1(b) should be adopted

to explain the mechanism of space charge suppression.

Regarding 5 wt. %, the space charge profiles (see Fig. 5)

indicate that a large amount of heterocharges, which is more

than BPE, accumulates in the bulk of the specimen. These

results are consistent with the previously reported results,8,9

which show that space charge suppression is lost for high

nanosilica loading ratios. The space charge results shown

above clearly demonstrate the influence of the nanosilica

loading ratio on the space charge characteristics. However,

confirming the hypotheses based solely on the results of PEA

measurements is insufficient. To obtain more information on

the presence of deep traps and their impact on charge trans-

port, the ISPD results of stressed specimens are presented.

After stressing for 2 h at 50 kV/mm in the PEA system,

the stressed specimens were quickly transferred to the ISPD

measurement system to measure the decay of the surface

potential. During the PEA stressing, part of injected charges

FIG. 2. Schematic configuration of combined PEA and ISPD.

FIG. 3. Space charge profile of blended polyethylene under an applied elec-

tric field of 50 kV/mm.

FIG. 4. Space charge profile of nanodielectrics with a loading concentration

of 0.5 wt. % under an applied electric field of 50 kV/mm.

FIG. 5. Space charge profile of nanodielectrics with a loading concentration

of 5 wt. % under an applied electric field of 50 kV/mm.
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can transport through the bulk toward to the opposite elec-

trode while the charges captured in the sub-surface deter-

mine the initial surface potential. Usually, the high potential

and the slow decay curve reflect the presence of deeply

trapped charges in the material.10 Figure 6 shows the ISPD

results of the stressed specimens. The largest surface poten-

tial (0.51 kV) occurs for 0.5 wt. %, and the surface potential

decay rate of this specimen is the slowest of the three speci-

mens (i.e., it takes about 1400 s to reach the steady state).

Compared with the surface potential decay of the BPE,

which merely starts from 0.45 kV and gradually decreases

to the steady state over a period of 1000 s, the presence of

deeply trapped charges in 0.5 wt. % is clearly verified.

Thus, the results shown in Fig. 4 verify that the space

charge profile of 0.5 wt. % is in line with the situation

shown in Fig. 1(b). The charges are deeply trapped in the

sub-surface of 0.5 wt. %. According to the importance of

the electric field in charge injection and the observed slow

surface potential decay, the space charge suppression in

0.5 wt. % stems from the reduced electric field at the inter-

face, which is due to the opposite electric field generated by

these deeply trapped charges in the sub-surface region.

Based on the above results and analysis, the hypotheses pro-

posed are confirmed.

On the other hand, the initial surface potential of 5 wt.

% is much less than that of 0.5 wt. % and BPE. The surface

potential decay of 5 wt. % starts from about 0.25 kV and

quickly reaches the steady state (at about 0.24 kV) within

200 s. Considering the heterocharges revealed in Fig. 5, the

charges that should be trapped in the sub-surface region are

quickly transported through the bulk to the other electrode

during PEA stressing. Only a few charges remain trapped in

the sub-surface region, resulting in the low surface potential

seen in Fig. 6. As a result, the decay of 5 wt. % is stable

because this low potential is insufficient to cause further

transport of these trapped charges through the bulk.

Compared with 0.5 wt. %, 5 wt. % should induce more deep

traps in the sub-surface, and thus, more obvious space charge

suppression should be observed. However, the opposite

results presented in Figs. 5 and 6 indicate that the deeply

trapped charges in the sub-surface of 5 wt. % continue to

move further into the bulk of the specimen. A reasonable

explanation of this phenomenon was proposed by the charge

transport model based on the tunnelling process.4,15 When

stressing at high electric fields, the trapped charge carriers

quickly and easily tunnel through deep traps because the dis-

tance between adjacent traps in nanocomposites with high

loading ratios is sufficiently short to make the tunnelling

effect dominate charge transport. Thus, more deep traps

located in the bulk become involved in the charge transport

as the loading ratio of nanoparticles increases, and the

recombination between positive and negative charges is easy

to occur during this process. In this work, the deeply trapped

charges in the sub-surface region of 5 wt. % can be trans-

ported easily and faster through the bulk via the adjacent

deep traps located in the bulk, whereas this is difficult to

occur in 0.5 wt. % due to the large distance between these

deep traps. After the deeply trapped charges moved to the

bulk, the electric field at the interface will not be reduced,

which cause more charges to be injected and transported

through 5 wt. %. In addition, the heterocharges near the

anode in 5 wt. % as illustrated in Fig. 5 indicate that the

negative charge can recombine with the positive charge

trapped in the sub-surface region of the specimen. Thus, the

amount of trapped positive charge is reduced, which further

lowers the initial surface potential of specimen 5 wt. % as

shown in Fig. 6.

This work experimentally verifies the deep-trap

mechanism for the nanocomposites by combining a series of

PEA and ISPD measurements. This experimental approach

overcomes the drawbacks of the conventional TSC method

and the PEA method. The PEA results show the suppressed

space charge accumulation in the nanocomposite with a low

nanosilica loading ratio (0.5 wt. %). By comparing the

results of the unfilled blend polyethylene and the

nanocomposite, the conclusions are drawn as follows: (1)

deep traps are introduced in the composites upon filling

nanosilica and (2) charges deeply trapped in the sub-surface

region of nanocomposites loaded with 0.5 wt. % nanosilica

are the main reason, causing the observed space charge

suppression.
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